Simulate Medication Administration Seamlessly with Recently Announced Wallcur and
EHR Tutor Partnership
EHR Tutor and Wallcur announce a new partnership that allows Wallcur products to be scanned
within EHR Tutor’s electronic charting system for a realistic medication administration simulation
for Nursing and Allied Health students.
After the NCSBN Simulation Study published in 2012, more Nursing schools are moving
towards increased simulation hours in lieu of clinical hours. With increased lab time, it’s become
imperative for simulated medication administration to be as realistic as possible. To mimic
medication passes, students must review and analyze orders, verify allergies, physically choose
and administer medications and chart each step of the process including barcode scanning of
the patient and medication. Using a combination of EHR Tutor and Wallcur’s Practi-Meds, it’s
now possible to do each step of the process with little to no setup for faculty and staff.
The Medication Administration Records (MAR) feature within EHR Tutor allows Simulation Lab
Coordinators and Instructors to add orders for any medication used during lab hours. Adding an
order automatically generates a barcode for both the medication and the patient which can be
placed on practice medications and mannequins respectively.
The recently announced integration with Wallcur Practi-Meds eliminates the need to print
medication barcodes all together and will ultimately save Simulation Coordinators and
Instructors valuable setup time. Now, faculty and staff can simply add an order for any PractiProduct and use the preprinted barcode on the corresponding Wallcur item. Diane Yeager,
Founder of EHR Tutor comments, “Simulation Lab Coordinators have very little time as it is to
set up simulations and organize lab products. This new integration will allow Wallcur and EHR
Tutor customers to use our MAR with no additional setup or purchase.”
Wallcur’s Practi-Products include Practi-Oral Medications, Practi-Vials and Ampules, PractiTransdermal Patches, and much more. All scannable barcodes now work with EHR Tutor’s
barcode scanning capability.
EHR Tutor customers who place a new order with Wallcur can now receive a 10% discount on
PractiMeds products. Contact your EHR Tutor Sales Representative for the appropriate
discount code before renewing your order with Wallcur.
Wallcur customers who sign up with EHR Tutor are now eligible to receive up to 10 free barcode
scanners for their simulation lab if purchasing EHR Tutor for the first time at a school. Be sure to
mention this email when requesting a demo of EHR Tutor’s electronic charting system. Contact
sales@ehrtutor.com / 440-305-6188 for more information.

